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Hello. I hope you don't mind my writing to tell you about a Telegrapfr book coming out in
time for Christmas - a follow-up to last year's successful Am I Alone in Thinking...}

As you might be aware, we receive a huge volume of Letters to the Editor at The Daily
Telegraph. Most days our post bag - which includes emails, letters and faxes - averages 800.
Given that we can only publish around 20 of these letters each day, alarge amount of---interesting matsriat.goestcruraste. Often; s ptkFthEpage as they
arrive too late and the news agenda has moved on, or they address an interesting topic which
doesn't fit with the rest of the day's selection. We could easily make two or three interesting
Letters pages each day.

Last year I had the idea of collating and editing these unused letters into a book: Am I Alone
in Thinking '. ' ? Unpublished letters to The Daity Telegraph. It proved to be a very popular
Christmas gift and so we are doing a completely new, follow-up edition this year: j Could Go
On..': More unpublished letters to The Daity Telegraph.It wilfbe published at the end of
October by Aurum, its cover illustration provided by our cartoonist Matt.

I have collated approximately 500 letters into 11 chapters, including ones on politics, sport,
travel, language, television and radio.

I'm delighted to say that we are intending to include one of your letters - in the same format
and abbreviated method of identification (Name, town, county) as it would have appeared on
the Letters page' If, for any reason, you would prefer that your letter did not appear, or for it
to be used anonymously, please do contact me by post or by email by 4tn August. Otherwise,
there is no need to reply to this letter and I do hope you enjoy the bolk

Yours sincerely,
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Iain Hollingshead
i ain. ho I I ingshead@telegrapta. co. uk
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